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     Summer is here. You can always tell; it’s late June, the school year is almost over, the annual 
heatwave has already been and gone, and Rain or Shine are on tour once more with a Shakespeare 
classic. This year’s offering is Twelfth Night, that cross-dressing Adriatic comedy bristling with 
mistaken identities, mean-spirited pranksters and Balkan lager louts. 
    Beneath leaden skies that threatened and later delivered heavy rain, I caught up with them again 
north of Winchcombe for two hours of rural revelry and intelligent insanity within the beautifully 
illuminated ruins of Hailes Abbey. Bordered by a field swarming with bleating sheep (No, dear, 
bleating), Tom Jordan’s animated troupers powered through easily the funniest and 
whackiest production of the Bard’s Illyrian frolic I have ever seen. The second act was 
especially madcap, peaking in the highly amusing jousting match that left half the cast sprawled 
across the stage, indeed, for those who remember the 1970s, it occasionally seemed resemble an 
episode of It’s A Knockout!   
     All present and correct were Rain or Shine’s hallmarks: clear diction, multiple role-playing 
that even extended to several cast members playing jester Feste as masked Zannis, a smattering of 
folky songs, a soupçon of improvisation and melodrama, and a touch of Monty Python. (Horses? 
They were using coconuts!), all played out on yet another tiny, but highly adaptable set which was a 
ship one minute and a tavern the next, fitted with two extremely busy and vulnerable latticed 
windows. Down the front and throughout the entire play it was a windswept beach between royal 
courts. Clearly, there were genius minds at work here. 
     Some of the eye-catching patchwork costumes looked as if they had originally been the prototypes 
for Harlequins RFC shirts, but nothing, not even Sir Andrew Aguecheek’s clinging amber 
combination, quite eclipsed Malvolio’s spectacular appearance in shimmering yellow, garters ’n’ all, 
in response to a fake invitation to woo his mistress. Charismatic Rob Keeves turned in a peach of 
performance as Lady Olivia’s haughty steward who still garnered sympathy after the foul trick played 
on him, while vowing revenge on his tormentors. Elsewhere on the shore, assured Emmeline 
Braefield invested Lady Olivia with considerable exuberance, dignity and grace, and affable Pippa 
Meekings did a splendid job in the dual role of Viola/Cesario. The night’s golden laurels, however, 
went to principal musician Matthew Ferriman as the inebriate Sir Toby Belch, an unholy mélange of 
Humpty Dumpty and Ozzy Osbourne, and his sparring partner and simpering upper-class twit Sir 
Andrew, hilariously played by Anthony Young. 
     In the words of Malvolio, some are born great, some achieve greatness, but given this 
quality presentation, I am persuaded that tonight’s audience very definitely had greatness 
thrust on them in the form of another exceptional evening’s entertainment, courtesy of Rain 
or Shine. If theatre be the food of contentment, then we dined well tonight. 
 
Simon Lewis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


